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The Forum on Knowledge Co-creation (FoKCs) is a forum where researchers and practitioners
collaborate in attempting to scientifically clarify the mechanisms of creations, sharing, and
applications of knowledge and to realize highly-developed knowledge societies.

The forum will have the following sessions.
1. Invited Presentation Session
   - Invited speaker: Prof. Masato Fukushima (The University of Tokyo)

   Themed Session (The theme: “Ecology of knowing for innovation”)
   - The speakers are desired to have their presentations related to the theme above.

2. General Session

3. Seeds Session
   - Work-in-progress papers will be presented in this session.

4. Interactive Session (Poster Session)

Though, (Japanese) speakers will basically have their presentations in Japanese and many (Japanese)
authors will submit their papers in Japanese, presentations and papers in English are surely available.

[1] IMPORTANT DATES
Abstract Deadline: December 27th, 2012
   Extended Deadline! January 10th, 2013
Author Notification: Around January 20th, 2013

You are welcome to submit titles and short abstracts (approximately 1000 words with A4 1-page)
before December 27th, 2012. The submissions will be reviewed and you will be notified of the result
by Around January 20th, 2013.
[3] Topics of interests include (but are not limited to):

[4] Award
The forum will award a prize to the best speakers.

[5] Sponsor

[Image]